

















The Trend and Issues of  Research on Sense of Authenticity 
The sense of authenticity, that refers to one’s sense of being true to one’s core self, was 
showed a significant positive influence on psychological well-being . The sense of authenticity 
is involved in the recently researches as indicators of psychological well-being. But research 
on sense of authenticity is still scarce inside of Japan. The purpose of this article is to review 
the research on sense of authenticity and to examine the movement of the study and its future 
directions expected hereafter. The issues and the direction of sense of authenticity studies, 
the possibility for assessment of sense of authenticity and educational services in future are 
discussed.
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効力感」「本来性の感覚（Sense of Authenticity ）」に注目し、これらの感覚を感じられている
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